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RPU and MCM worked with KidZibits to develop
and fabricate the new Power Pathways exhibit.

New RPU Electrical Safety Exhibit and Updates Arrive
at the Minnesota Children’s Museum Rochester

R

PU unveiled a new electrical safety exhibit and other
updates in early June at the Minnesota Children’s
Museum Rochester (MCM). The electrical safety exhibit is
another step in the partnership between RPU and MCM to
provide visitors with important safety information in a fun,
interactive experience.
The exhibit highlights the importance of being safe around
electricity in the home and community. Additionally, it provides
an easy-to-understand outline of how electricity is safely
delivered to RPU customers. Safety concepts, such as Call
Before You Dig, Electric Distribution and Transmission, and
Electric Plug Use, are among those covered in the exhibit.

“We cannot stress enough the importance of communicating
electrical safety to our customers and the Rochester
community. We are excited to bring electrical safety education
to the Minnesota Children’s Museum Rochester,” said RPU
General Manager Mark Kotschevar.
Visit the Minnesota Children’s Museum Rochester website
www.mcm.org/visit/rochester/ for open hours. RPU and
MCM also work with local schools throughout the year,
providing field trips for students to learn about electrical
safety. Transportation funding may be available upon
request. Please contact Tony Benson at tbenson@rpu.org
or 507.280.1534 for details.

Photos by Josh Banks
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RPU Earns Recognition as a 2018 Tree Line
USA Recipient for a Ninth Straight Year

R

PU was honored to be recognized as a Tree Line USA recipient for a ninth
straight year. Tree Line USA is a national program recognizing public and
private utilities for practices that protect and enhance America’s urban forests.

Brad Gunderson of RPU
accepts the Tree Line USA
recognition at an RPU Board
Meeting earlier this year.

RPU Names Krista Boston New
Director of Customer Relations

K

rista Boston joins RPU with a close to 25-year career with the state, focusing on services
redesign and leadership in creating innovative services for Minnesota citizens of many ages,
abilities, and backgrounds in partnership with counties, cities, nonprofits, and providers of health
and human services. Boston has a law degree and maintains voluntary non-practice status.
Through her work at the state and in collaboration with many local partners, her career has focused
on seeking ways to build service delivery models that help people get access to information to
make important decisions, as well as get support and advocacy through a variety of means. Her
work includes websites, face-to-face programs, call center services, and other ways to provide
information that is easy to understand and accessible. She sees this as key to her work at RPU
leading the customer relations and marketing groups.  

Krista Boston

Boston was most recently the Director of Consumer Assistance Programs for the Minnesota Board on Aging and through
this and other roles, led visible projects over the years that included services redesign efforts for the elderly, children, people
in crisis, and veterans. She is also an adjunct faculty member at Metropolitan State University teaching instructional design
and staff development.   
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Power Outage Safety
P

ower outages can happen for
any number of reasons including
overgrown vegetation, equipment failure,
animals, auto accidents, and storms. We
understand that it is an inconvenience
for customers anytime the power goes
out. Many RPU employees are also
RPU customers, experiencing the
same outages as you. In those times,
all available resources are used to
address the outage immediately.
RPU’s first and foremost concern
during any outage regardless of size,
is safety for customers, the community,
and RPU employees. We will never
compromise the safety of anyone to
expedite power restoration.
Never go near a downed power line.
Stay away from the area and contact
RPU immediately at 507.280.9191.
Even if a power line looks like it is
disconnected, it still can be energized
and will cause severe injuries if contact
is made with it.
If your house is fed from overhead lines
and there is possible storm damage to

the line or connection into your home,
you will need to take additional steps to
safely have your power restored. Keep
in mind, the electric service can get
pulled down or dislocated from your
house and still be working.
• If a line is down, regardless if it
is working or not, it may require
additional attention to ensure safety
and proper service.
• Call RPU’s outage line at
507.280.9191 to have a crew inspect
your overhead service.
• If repair work is required, RPU will
disconnect your service, and will
then instruct you to have a licensed
electrician make necessary repairs.
• Once the electrician has completed
their work, they will notify a city
electrical inspector to ensure the
work was done properly.
• The inspector will then notify
RPU for a reconnection.
Your safety, along with the safety
of our employees and community,
is our priority.

For large outages,
we use Twitter
@rpuoutages for sharing
outage information and
restoration progress.
RPU outage map –
www.rpu.org

RPU lineworkers will not go out
to assess or work on outage
restoration if there is inclement
weather in the immediate area,
which could compromise the
safety of RPU line crews.

POWER OUTAGE EMERGENCY PLAN

W

hat is your plan for you and your family if you were
to lose power? Here are some things to consider:

Report the outage. Have RPU’s outage line in your
cellphone or easily accessible to report your outage –
507.280.9191.
 ave a back-up location. Do you have a list of friends or
H
family in the area who you could go stay with if necessary?
Even if your home is heated by natural gas and the electricity
is out, you will not be able to heat your home because the fan
on your furnace is powered electrically.
Keep your cellphone charged. If bad weather and strong
winds are in the forecast, keep your cellphone charged in
case the electricity goes out.
Keep refrigerators and freezers closed. According to the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, food left in a
closed refrigerator or freezer should be safe for no more than
4 hours. Keep the door closed as much as possible. Discard

perishable foods that have been above 40 degrees
Fahrenheit for more than two hours. For more information,
visit: http://www.foodsafety.gov/keep/charts/refridg_food.html.
Store extra flashlights and batteries. Keep flashlights and
new batteries in an accessible location to provide some light
and safety.
Be aware of medical conditions. If you or someone you
know has a medical condition, and they rely heavily on electricity
for medical equipment, seek medical attention early rather than
waiting for the electricity to come back on at your home.
Know your garage door. Consult your electric garage door
opener manual and find out how to release the opener in case
the power goes out. This will allow you safe and easy access
to opening your garage door even without power.
Practice safety first. Never go near downed power lines
or wires. Power lines can still stay energized even if they are
lying on the ground. Call RPU immediately at 507.280.9191.

Photo by Josh Banks
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How an Air Conditioner Works

How an Air Conditioner Works:www.rpu.org
Similar to how a refrigerator works, air conditioners transfer heat
from a home’s interior to the warm outside environment.
A Evaporator

B Blower

Cooling coils
remove heat and
humidity from the air
using refrigerant.

C Condenser

A blower (or fan)
circulates air over the
evaporator, dispersing
the chilled air.

Hot coils release
the collected heat
into the outside air.

G

D Compressor

A pump that moves
refrigerant between the
evaporator and the
condenser to chill the
indoor air.

E

C

B

D

E Fan

A fan blows air
over the condenser
to dissipate the
heat outside.

A

F Filter

F

G Thermostat

Located in the air
conditioning unit to
remove particles
from the air.

A control system to
regulate the amount
of cool air that is
distributed.

Infographic by the U.S. Department of Energy.

What is a split system?

SUMMER SPRUCE-UP!

Many types of air conditioning systems are called split systems because they are

It’s not too late
to schedule a
made up of an outdoor unit, which contains the condenser and compressor, and
an indoor unit, which is often connected to a furnace or heat pump.
Outdoor unit

Need
a new air
conditioner?
We have a
rebate for that too!

Complete a Central Air Conditioner Clean & Tune
PACKAGED
SPLIT for a
and apply
SYSTEM
$
SYSTEM

25 REBATE!

Systems that have
the evaporator,
Regular preventative maintenance is the best way
condenser and
to ensure trouble-free, energy-efficient operation.
compressor in one
Visit www.rpu.org to download a rebate application
unit are calledwith
complete terms and conditions; some exclusions
apply.
packaged systems.
Indoor unit

Types of Air Conditioners
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Environmental Achievement Awards

Call for Nominations!
T

he 2018 Environmental Achievement Awards will mark
27 years of recognizing local individuals, businesses,
and organizations for extraordinary efforts to benefit the local
environment in Rochester and Olmsted County.
A lot of great things are happening in the Rochester
community that truly benefit the environment and we want
to recognize those efforts. Do you know someone or a
group that deserves recognition for positively benefiting the
environment in Rochester or Olmsted County? By taking time
to nominate someone, you are helping to reinforce these great
efforts and could inspire others to join in! Don’t miss out on
this opportunity!

Visit the
RPU website
(www.rpu.org)
and fill out a
nomination form.
The deadline is
October 5, 2018.
In order to help you with identifying possible nominations,
here are some Environmental Award recipients from last year:

Lida Casper
On May 5, 2017, hundreds of
students, teachers, and volunteers
came together for a garden party at
Riverside Central Elementary School.
Students and community members
were introduced to the benefits of
locally grown food and learned how
to be responsible environmental
caretakers. Lida Casper, the event
organizer, collaborated with the following
local partners to make the day a success:
• The Boys & Girls Club of Rochester
• Olmsted County Public Health
• University of Minnesota Rochester
• Redeemer Lutheran Church
• United Way of Olmsted County
• Rochester Alternative Learning Center
• Affinity Plus Federal Credit Union

L to R: Greg Mick, Chad Hartogh, Chad Thacker, and Spencer Long

Hy-Vee Rochester Stores
By integrating an environmental ethic into their operations,
Hy-Vee is demonstrating what’s good for the environment
can also be good for business. Companywide, Hy-Vee sells
responsibly sourced seafood, participates in the “Misfits”
program — an initiative to combat food waste by selling
discounted produce that doesn’t meet traditional cosmetic
standards — and recycles millions of pounds of cardboard,
plastic, and paper every year. In addition to these policies,
each of the four Rochester stores has partnered with
Community Food Response (CFR) and the Channel One
Regional Food Bank to divert food waste. Last year, the stores
collectively donated over 164 tons of food (22 tons to CFR
and 142 tons to Channel One).

Annette Homburger
and Becca Jacobson —
Stewards of Hope
Annette Homburger and Becca
Jacobson started Stewards
of Hope as a partnership
between the Manor View Drive
Neighborhood and the People
of Hope Church. Together, they
coordinated efforts to establish
a nature trail within a 20-acre
wooded area near the church. From May to August, Annette,
Becca, and over 100 volunteers representing numerous
nonprofit organizations, cleared brush, removed invasive
plants, and seeded native grasses. Money from the Izaak
Walton League of America was used to build trail signs
and an informational kiosk at the trailhead. Funds from the
Minnesota Master Naturalists were used for supplies to help
remove buckthorn. The trail crosses bluff grassland, oak
savanna, and mixed hardwood forest habitats with views
overlooking Cascade Creek. According to Annette and
Becca, “It provides a green haven for physical recreation,
environmental awareness, and the peace of mind that comes
from being surrounded by nature.”
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RPU Commercial Customer Corner
Give Your HVAC System a Break

H

ow often do you inspect your economizer?
It can be easy to put this equipment on the
deferred maintenance list because it’s not always
obvious if something is malfunctioning. But simply
inspecting and testing the unit once or twice a year
can save money and energy.

Many air-side economizers aren’t working
properly due to lack of maintenance and improper
programming. Pay special attention to all moving
parts, including the actuator and linkages, as well
as seals. Properly calibrated sensors are another
area to keep an eye on. This should be done at least
once a year.

You already have a number of sensors around your
building that need to be maintained and inspected —
an economizer is only adding a few more to the good
maintenance practices you should already be doing.
If you’re not calibrating your other building sensors
and keeping up on equipment care, you’re already
losing energy elsewhere.
Follow manufacturer’s recommendations regarding
economizer maintenance procedures and check
them regularly to ensure proper operation. If
neglected, these devices can end up wasting more
energy than they’re designed to save. If you have any
questions about economizers or other energy saving
tips, contact an RPU representative.

Commercial Account
Representative
jblevins@rpu.org
507.280.1578

Dru Larson
Energy and
Environmental Advisor
dlarson@rpu.org
507.280.1607

Josh Mason
Energy and
Environmental Advisor
jmason@rpu.org
507.280.1588

WATER CONSERVATION
Monthly Tip on Saving From the Tap!
P
HER ER

T
FEC

Your maintenance checklist should include:
✔ Check dampers
✔ Calibrate sensors
✔ Test controls and sequences
✔ Assess filter performance
✔ Monitor building automation system

Jan Blevins

PITC

The function of an air economizer system is
whenever the HVAC system is calling for cooling
and the temperature outside is cool enough, it is
economical to shut off the compressor and bring in
cool outside air to satisfy the cooling needs of the
building. However, economizers are by no means
a piece of equipment that can be overlooked. Any
number of issues can trigger a chain reaction that
ultimately causes the unit to waste energy. The
longer you ignore inspections and cleaning, the
more likely you are to run into issues.

Keep a pitcher of
drinking water in the
refrigerator instead
of running the tap.
This way, every
drop goes down
your throat and
not the drain!
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4000 East River Road NE
Rochester, MN 55906
507.280.1500
www.rpu.org

Where to
Find RPU
Find us on social media for the
latest RPU news and updates!
 rpuoutages for outage
@
information
@rpualerts for RPU news
and general information
Rochester Public Utilities
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Tree Planting at Bamber
Valley Elementary School
The 2018 Arbor Day poster contest overall winner was 5th grader Sophia Kozlowski
from Mrs. Robinson’s class at Bamber Valley Elementary School. RPU, along with
partners Maier Tree & Lawn and Rochester Parks & Recreation, planted a tree on
the Bamber Valley grounds with the help of Sophia and Mrs. Robinson’s class.

